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This is why we at IKEA need our history.

History moves you forward.
History creates emotions.
History is a way of life.
History makes us more curious.
History gives context.
History gives credibility.
History comforts. 
History makes employers interesting.
History creates goodwill.
The market-place is full of history-
concious competitors. 
History strengthens your brand. 



We preserve and present
the history of Swedish corporations.

Non-profit organization -
with commercial activities.

70,000 shelf meters of historical material
from +7000 Swedish companies.

40 people: 
archivists, editors, storytellers

Since 1974.
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10 ”Journey starts with us – since 1989.”
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”Pioneers
outdoors
since 1879.”
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Swedish Tradition Since 1880



FUTURE

HISTORY



FUTURE

HISTORY



“
That’s ancient history now. 

I let academics worry about that.  
I focus on the future. 



“
I think we agree

that the past is over.



“
To only rely on historical data 

is like driving a car using
only the rearview mirror. 

That the road is clear behind you
doesn’t mean it’s clear ahead. 



“
History is more or less bunk. We 

don't want tradition. We want to live 
in the present, and the only history 
that is worth a tinker's damn is the 

history that we make today.

Henry Ford (1916)



And here are three MORE arguments 
companies use for why history ISN’T valuable



#1
The concept of path dependency: 
History led us here. Now there’s just one track left.





Path Dependency

From: Sydow, Jörg, Georg Schreyögg and Jochen Koch. (2005) “Organizational Paths: Path Dependency and Beyond”, 21st EGOS Colloquium 21st EGOS Colloquium (Berlin, Germany)



#2 Skeletons…



Afraid of what’s in there…



Today: All companies are ”Glass Box Brands”



Narrative storytelling? No! Chronicled events, yes!
#3



But I insist.
history IS valuable to business.

And here’s why.



Brands are charged - with associations



”I don’t know who you are.
I don’t know your company.
I don’t know your company’s product.
I don’t know what your company stands for
I don’t know your company’s customers.
I don’t know your company’s record.
I don’t know your company’s reputation.
Now–what was it you wanted to sell me?”

Ad for B2B-advertising by McGraw-Hill.

Named Top Ten Best Ad in 1958.



“

”

The most efficient 
organizations 

remember which values 
brought them here. 

Malcom Gladwell (1963 - ) 
business writer



Tradition is not 
the worship of ashes, 

but the 
preservation of fire.

“

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)

”



Place your company in society’s larger story

Per-Albin Hansson (1885-1946)
Prime minister of Sweden 1932-1946

Ingvar Kamprad (1926-2018) Erling Persson (1917-2002)

Built the country Furnished it. Clothed it



Reputation builds value

The Company behind the 
Brand: In Reputation We Trust, 
(2012), Weber Shandwick



The Brand Value 
of Heritage

Purchase value

Market value

$80/share

$36/share

Acquisition
premium,

goodwill

Brand value

Heritage value



And THAT is the business value of history:

1. History charges your brand with meaning
2. History helps you learn for future needs

3. History places you in society’s larger story
4. History builds financial value.



So put your history to work. (”Applied history”.)



Find your narrative. (But stick to the facts.) 



Look for the fertile fact. (Thanks Virginia Woolf.)

Stockholm, 1906



Fertile fact from Montréal, ca 1935



In short, your history is your springboard forward. 



We call this HISTORY MARKETING, and it…

…builds
your brand

…strengthens
your organization

…manages
change and risk



FUTURE

HISTORY
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Some companies who use their history strategically









https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TL9iDvdID14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TL9iDvdID14
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A Corporate History Sheet





•
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3m_IxTYFOkE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3m_IxTYFOkE




54 y.o., widower, pension in SPP…



Place history in the communication
platform Acti-

vities

Com. concept
(what we say and do)

Societal vision
(what future society do we see?)

Corporate story 
(why are we here?)

Brand, core values
(who we are, how we act)

Mission, vision, goal
(our operations)





…and a permanent exhibition





Footer



Esbarchives.ie

“lovely to see these photos..an 
insight into how my dad & his 
co-workers worked bringing 
light & joy to so many in the 
community. Makes me very 

proud”

“My dad would have been thrilled 
with this wonderful website. He 

was very proud of his role…in the 
40s & 50s”

“Wonderful records for 
our historians to examine 

in the context of the 
development of rural 

Ireland”

“My dad worked on the Shannon 
Scheme…As a young man he was 

fascinated and thrilled to be a 
part of “The Board” and that 

loyalty lasted to the day he died”















Since 1974.
Founded by City of Stockhom (public) and 

Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (private)
Then: manage abandoned historical material 

Today: outsourced archive institution
Publicly funded at start; today only 0,1%.

A non-profit that owns a for-profit inc.
Profits used to finance general research.



Archive
services

Service 
desk

Editorial
services

Research 
center



Looking ahead…



Young companies should care early on. They
already have a history. The world moves so fast…



The black hole of the 21st century…

(Stop wiping your hard drives!)

ESO/L. Calçada/M.Kornmesser - CC BY SA 4.0
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History buzz in the business world… 

Spring 2018 (Chicago) Fall 2018 (London)

12-18 aug 2018, Washington D.C.23-25 aug, Wien Fall 2018 (London)

6 Sep (Stockholm)





• Now, for a small country that opens its borders for free trade, the 
opportunity is also there to allow yourself to be… shall we say, heavily 
influenced by others. Shameless information gathering and copying 
was part of the global economy, and Swedes copied like the best of 
them. 

• For instance, delegations of Swedish scientists, engineers and business 
men traveled in hordes to world exhibitions to gather both inspiration 
and information. 

• However, in 1897, the Swedish delegations didn’t have to travel far, 
since the world came to them. The General Art and Industrial 
Exposition of Stockholm was a highlight on our home turf.

Thanks! Come visit anytime!

The Stockholm 
World Expo, 1897



Anders Sjöman
anders.sjoman@naringslivshistoria.se
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